Manufacturer of the Genesis and Dreamcast game systems
The __ are simulated humans that live in a world you develop
Microsoft's contribution to the game console world
__ and Luigi have been in video games for decades now
With video games, you can play almost any __ without going outside
__ games, like movies, seem to be more popular with the guys
Before home units arrived, you had to go to an __ to play video games
Many big __ these days have video games based on their plot lines
Playing games __ allows you to connect with other players
__ games have come a long way since Pole Position and Digital Derby
Simple games like __ and Breakout are puzzle-like video games
One of the first mainstream portable game devices
Video games are sometimes criticized for being too __
You can play many games on the personal __ instead of a console
The one thing that seems to improve with each new game system
There are hundreds of games you can play on the __ for free
__ and war-based games have become much more realistic
__ was a pioneer with the NES, GameCube and now the Wii
The Sony PSP stands for PlayStation __
__ __ and Guitar Hero allow you to live your Rock 'n Roll fantasy
Some real-time __ games test your command and control ability
World of __ has become a very popular online gaming world
Modern video games can have so much action they can be __
__ and role-playing games let you play as a specific character
Early game systems included Intellivision, Atari and the __ 64
Flight __ have become so realistic that they are used in pilot training
Sony's popular series of gaming systems
Many __ __ will now let you play video games between calls
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